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ARE SEARCHED

will be selected by Coroner Hartwell
and District Attorney Fredericks.

10 PROHIBIT

Bodies Are Sent nome.
Los Angeles, May ZB. The todies'
of Miss Fr ances Harriett Newell and
Mrs. Mary Ferris Gates, two of the
victims of the Long Beach pier dis-- !

THE
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rCARTY

MONDAY,

CITY EDITION

MAY 26, 1913.

KILLED GARCIA

CASE

Baca pleaded not guilty.
Leo M.
was
to
defend
him,
Tipton
appointed
the man having told Judge Leahy he
had no funds with which to employ
an attorney. Baca is said to have
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EREE ED SMITH AND OTHERS
HELD J'OR A HEARING

THAN

TIM, WAS
'

SLAIN

COMING

y Vigil.
H. II. Lowe this morning was arraigned upon an indictment chargng
him with violation of the gambling
'iaws. He pleaded guilty and was giv- SALT
WIRES
LAKE
COMPANY
en a fine of $100 and a jail sentence
GRANT BOARD IT WILL COMof six months. The Jail sentence was

CONTRACT

PLETE PROJECT
suspended during good behavior.
The civil case of'Margarito Romero vs. the Frledmanns, which was set LAST DAY OF THE CPTION
for today, will be tried later in the
'
present term, it is understood.
NINETY DAYS IN WHICH TO MAKE
FOR BRITISH

DECISION

GOLF TITLE.

'
FROM A, WEDDING.
ACCUSED OF ARSON.
BENEFITED PATIENTS.
London, May 26. The British ama.
Fort Wayne, Ind., May 26. Anothteur golf championship tournament
"arson
er chapter in the
one of the
events of the
LEGAL
POINT
in the central west was start- MUST SHOW GOOD RESULTS MANSLAUGHTER IS CHARGED INTERESTING
PERISHED
trust"
PEOPLE
THIRTY-SI- X
golfing world, was opened on the St.
ed here today when David and BenjaAndrew's links today and will be conmin Rosenberg and Benjamin FrankDISTRICT
WITH
PERSON
tinued through the week. In number
EVERY
CONNECTED
ATTORNEY
ASSERTS
THE
PREPARATION
OTHERWISE
SER-;
THE NUMBER WHO WERE
lin were placed on trial before Judge
and quality the list of entries has
FABE
FELONY
ARRANGEMENTS
IN
RESULTING
WILL
IN
BE
THE
NOT
MUST
USED
IOUSLY INJURED WILL
Eggeman in the circuit court, charged
never
been excelled and some spiritTALITY IS MURDER.
PROSECUTED
ENTIRE STATE.
with arson.
REACH SIXTY-FIVed competitions are looked for beThe men are alleged to have had
fore the tournament Is ended.
The district court this afternoon
their clothing store here bet on fire
New York, May 26. Dr. Joseph J.
Calgary, Alta., May 26. Warrants
Evi26
May
Cai.,
Long Beach,
t that they might collect legally in- O'Connell, health officer of the port were issued early today for the arrest momentarily expected a verdict in the
READY TO BEGIN
dence to be presented Thursday
surance money on their stock.
of; New York, sent a letter today to of Tommy Burns, who staged last Sat- case of Ramon Garcia, charged with
who
3G
over
the
persons
fhe Inquest
Noirales.
26. Aviator
Ariz., May
Hoaith Commissioner Lederie request- in day's prize flyht in which Luther the murder of Gabriel Gallegos at Didier Masson and his war
lost their lives in the collapse Saturaeroplane
San Jose on May 12. The taking of
SEEKS TO REDUCE DANGER.
ing him to submit to the board of McCarty met his death; William
of the municipal
arrived today at the front above Guay-maday of a portion
Referee
111.,
The
26
Interand
counsel
of
resoluUs
McCarty's
manager;
testimony
next meeting a
argument
Chicaog,
May
health at
and will begin operations at once
pier, will bear directly on the ques- state Commerce
Commission today tion prohibiting the administration of Ed Smith and several trainers and at- was completed at 11:55 o'clock this,
the gunboat Guerrero, lying in
tion of who was responsible for the
against
commenced a hearing on the subject the Friedmann treatment for tubercu tendants.
morning. Judge David J. vLeahy at
condition of the structure, which
harbor, says a report reachGuaymas
TJiis development followed an order once began nis instructions to the
of regulations to govern the trans- losis in New York, "until such time
here.
ing
Simultaneously the insurproved too weak to withstand the
,
Edmonjury, which required about 20 mm-portation of explosives. It is the a8 those interested affirmatively in from the attorney general at
will move against the
gent
troops
weight of several thousand women
of the commission to formu- its administration shall notify the ton, Alta., that all principals in the ar- utea. Judge Leahy briefly outlined
it Is asserted by state
and children who had gathered to purpose
town,
gulf
port
late new rules with a view to mini- health department of its innocuous rangements for the fight be arres.ted. the crime of murder, with which Gar- officials.
ceiebrate the birth anniversary of the
'
to
and
life
Police cia was charged under the indict-- ;
proper- character,"
&nd the Northwest Mounted
mizing the danger
N
late Queen Victoria.
in the conveyance by railroads of
ty
Of the investigator of were instructed to' execute the order ment on which he was tried. He told
"The
evidence
reports
Broken
timbers, snowing
ROOSEVELT CASE BEGINS.
t
The- need for more strinexplosives.
your department," reads the letter, immediately. It is understood that the jury what circumstances to
of decay and the corrosive action of
Mich., May 26. Colonel
Marquette,
with
In
most
now
than those
weigh
carefully in arriving at
"whose peculiar experience with tu- the men arested will be charged
salt air from the ocean, were unuer gent regulations
Theodore Roosevelt, accompanied by
to
a
was
verdict.
The
then
told
is generally admitted by both berculosis gives his reports a com- complicity in manslaughter.
force
jury
a retinue of friends, witnesses and
guard today awaiting the requisition the
Arthur Pelkey, McCarty's opponent, retire to Its room.
shippers and the railroads.
pelling force, are all to the effect
of the coroner's jury. Several connewspaper njen, arrived here this
manon
a
of
was
arrested
charge
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon "the
that the dangers which might be ap- who
'
struction engineers, among them Lumorning.
prehended In such a form of treat- slaughter, was to be given a prelimin- jury was still deliberating, though it
LAUNDRYMEN IN SESSION.
ther Munson and J. P. Kennedy, who
His suit for $10,000 damages chargin police court at 11 wag expected a verdict would be
St. Paul, Minn., May 26 The an- ment are actually present therein. He ary hearing
were appointed' on behalf of the city
libel against George A. Newett,
ing
to
the
but
this
morning,
owing
turned soon.
of Long Beach, began an official in- nual convention of the Northwestern finds that the patients subjected 10
of the Ishpeming Iron Ore,
publisher
decision last, night of the physicians j
gaturday atternoon &nJ tm mQrn. Is scheduled to begin at 2 o'clock
spection and Investigation. One of Laundrymen's association met in this this treatment have not improved.'uut who
Mc-- ,
that
the
autopsy
.conducted
b me this afternoon, with the selection of
wa8 occupied
lM,
the principal witnesses before the city today and was called to order have lost ground to an extent greatdeath suited from dis oca- - defeMe Garc,a
coroner's jury will be James Twom-le- by President C. H. Way of St. Paul. er than. 'ii?;bi' be expected from the rnu.S
a jury,
.
.
.
tjon of the neck and. not, heart failure, j
member of the Long Beach board Several hundred laundry owners from natural ravages of the disease..
. The forenoon
proceedings in court
announced.
us
ai.
been'
"had
',nst
"He finds that where the tubercular
as a wedding party was coming out court occupied less than a minute. "
of public works, who, according to Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota and the
be
will
one side prior anticipated that the hearing
of the parish church at San Jose on
"Roosevelt vs. Newett," read the
Mayor Hatch and his colleagues on Daoktas were in attendance. The condition has affected
to
the
with
inoculation
elecserum, that adjourned awaiting the result of the the morning Gallegos was killed. Ha clerk of the court from the calendar.
the
with
with
will
was
conclude
charged
the works board,
meeting
alter the inoculation there was an coroner's inquest, which will be held declared he did this as a celebration'
tion of officers tomorrow.
the duty of inspecting buildings.
"The plaintiff is ready," said Attorthis afternoon.
4
was
of the happy occasion.
unnaturally rapid development of the at o'clock
Garcia said ney W. S. Hill.
Coroner Hartwell said that he
tubercular process on the hitherto
that as he was lowering his weapon
"The defense is ready," replied Atworking in accord with District Atwas discharged accidentally, tne torney W. P. Belden.
it
healthy side, which indicated that the
torney John D. Fredericks, who per- SAYS HE SAW GIBSON
VOUCHEES USED TO
bullet striking young Gallegos. Uar-ci- a
operation of the alleged cure had a
sonally inspected the scene of the disto
accelerate rather than
declared that he ana' Gallegos,
tendency
aster yesterday.
UBDER MRS. SZABO retard the progress of the disease.
SHOW WOOD'S GUILT who was an adopted son of Sheriff 1GSLET ADMITS HIS
Daughters of the Empire and Sons
"it seems to me that it would be
Roman Gallegos, had always been the
of St. George, the two rin.pa! orfor us to longer hesitate,
best of friends, and had never quarof
tta
culpable,
had
which
charge
DEFENDAN
ganizations
WITNESS SAYS THE
COMPANY WAS WRONG
and that our duty now is to insist WITNESS IN CASE OF ACCUSED reled. He clung to this story in the
Empire Day celebration which ended
PUSHED WOMAN OUT OF
and
superDYNAMITE "PLANTER" GIVES.
face of strenuous
upon slich a regulation
so tragically, started a campaign toBOAT INTO LAKE
DAMAGING TESTIMONY
vision of this enterprise" as slnAl pre- by DIsarict Attorney Charles W. G. FRESIDENT OF NEW YORK LIFE
day for the relief of the victims.
thp nuh- Ward.
,C1MWhile those seriously hurt number",c
TELLS ABOUT CAMPAIGN
Newburgli, N. Y., May 2C When
fraud.
cruel
a
and
lie
of
Boston, May 26. Further evidence
dangerous
Tn his closing argument to tne
CONTRIBUTIONS
ed not more than G5, nearly 200 were the trial of Burton W. llbsun for the
tills .intended to show the connection of
jury this morning Mr. Ward brought
injured sufficiently to partially dis- alleged murder of Rosy Saabo was re- We cannot overlook ine fact that
P.
able them, and aid will be given sumed in the supreme court touay treatment has been exploited much president William M. Wood of the out a phase of the law that is not
May
Washington,
after the exploitation of many so-- j American Woolen company with the generally known. It is to the eftect Kingsley, president of the New York
them as well as to their more unfor- John Minturn of
Lake, the
called mining securities and other alleged conspiracy to plant dyna that a person who fires off a weapon Life Insurance company, appeared to
tunate companions and friends.
only eye witness of the fatality, was
schemes from which tne mite" in Lawrence to discredit textile feloniously and is thus the cause .of day before the senate
financial
Graft Charge Hung Over Building. subjected to a close
Discredulous
strikers during the industrial troubles the death of another person, is guilty handling the income tax section of the
and
public has suffered.
Hartwell
Calvin
Coroner
ad ertisement of the ot 1912, was introduced by the prose- of murder, no matter if the killing tariff bill to secure exemption of all'
'.'The
wide
trict Attorney John D. Fredericks
boat
the
watched
Minturn said he
conferred today with reference to containing Gihson and Mrs. Szabo at serum has had an effect of awaken- cution at today's session of the trial was entirely accidental. Mr. Ward insurance written for protection and
in the of Wood, Frederick K. Atteaux and told the
of a mile. ing a final and pitiful hope
handling the inquiry into the pier dis- a distant e of
jury that Garcia, by his own mutual benefit and not for profits.
which Dennis J. Collins.
of
ill,
the
which
breasts
desperately
on the witness stand, had
admission
He had a spirited exchange with
aster Saturday at Long Beach,
Gibson
seinea
to
that
him
It appeared
Checks and vouchers showing pay- committed a felony by firing his re- Senator Williams over campaign concost 36 lives, and it was decided that the woman and pushed her overboard. shrewd and conscienceless men might
there would be no grand jury investi- Then Gibson, he said, went overboard turn into an immense financial pront. ments to Atteaux by the American volver in a settlement. The district tributions disclosed in the Hughes inhas been time and opportunity Woolen company with Wood's approv attorney, on this ground, pleaded for vestigation several years ago.
gation.
from the other side of the boat, swam There
District a verdict of
The coroner, it was said, was vest- to the boat and upset it and then ap- - al plentiful measure extended to Dr. lal, ha ve been presented and
'When your company paid $250,000
It was stated
guilty.
endeav- - Lbout
C.
Pelletier
Joseph
who
those
Friedmann
and
propose Attorney
the court room that a Terai(.U't0 a campaign fund," asked Senator
ed with powers sufficient to cover tne ipeared to pull off the jersey of his
similar remedies for tuoercuiosis w ored to esiauusn a roauuu
firBt degree
murder might be Williams, "none of that money ever!
case and had the right too btain pros- bathing suit.
of these payments and the alleged con-- j
value
the
demonstrate
therapeutic
was participated in by the policy hold-bimiiar
chokecutions for manslaughter if the eviGibson
upon
that
brougtlt
grounds.
The state charges
there has been s piracy.
John D. W. Vepder, attorney for era, was it?"
dence developed at the, inquest, ed the woman, pushed her overboard, their treatments, but
vumam n.
""" Garcia, made an eloquent and logical
no such demonstration oi vaiue. on
warrants
which begins Thursday,
"No, it was not," said Mr. Kingsley.
jumped overboard from the opposite
we have been subject director of the American uooiencom-t- o plea in behalf of his client.
Mr.
Then tha,t proved that your com-- '
such actions.
Side of the boat, upset it and tore off the other hand,
"fraud of the gravest character." pany, who was the principal witness Veeder fought throughout the entire pany's assertions that policy holders!
The coroner will go into all phases his jersey to make it appear that he
'at Friday's session, was questioned case a legal battle characteristic of participated in all the earnings of the
of the disaster aiid will deive into tne had lost part of his suit in a strugglee
further by the district attorney today. his energy and determination.
the
and
company was false, didn't it?"
to save the woman. The defense is FAVORS FEDERAL "OWNERSHIP.
history of the municipal pier
of
afconstruction
The
late
"It proved," Mr. Kingsley returned,
the
an
was
Szabo
Mrs.
grand
Saturday
jury
that the death of
city auditorium,
Washington, May 26 President
BIRTHDAY OF OLD CARDINAL.
ternoon returned
five indictments. "that the judgement of this company's
which was accompanied by charges accident.
Wilson tortr.y told Senators ChamberRome May 26. Cardinal Di Pierto, Two true bills-werdirected against officers who paid this campaign conof graft. The structures were com.COMPANY IS 'STUNG"
lain and Jones that he felt kindly to- the
oldest member of the College ot John Mills and "James Bell, charged tribution thinking it was necessary to
The
20.
supreme
pleted in 1905 and 1906. J. B. Losse,
of
vaTx the proposal
Washington, May
government
attained his eighty-fiftin th pnrt'ia fitAnlnfl- ' protect the assets of the company,
with
a member of the city council at tnat
held today that the city of Den- - j strnctlon of railroads in Alaska. The Cardinals,
The cardinal was born case of
today.
year
were
and Louis was bad."
John
charged
and
toward
Lumpkin
in
Mayor Eno,
time,
two senators sought the president's
ver,
taking steps looking
a little more than a
"It proved more than that," assertwith having accepted bribes from tne the erestion of a municipal water sys-- l Vjew on securing Alaskan legista-tcm-, May 26, 1828,
Roberts, which was tried at the Nobefore the birth of Cardinal vember term of the district court. ed Senator Williams. "It was absolute
contractor. Losse was the only man
was not compelled to buy the tion during the present session. Mr. month
who is the next oldest mem These men were the
principal wit dishonesty. I was a policy holder and
brought to trial. The jury disagreed private plant of the Denver Union Wilson expressed hope that a Dill Oreglia,
and the oldest in point
in
years
ber
second
com-defen(lant8 wh0 were a democrat and you took part of my
negBeB for
and without going to trial a
Water company, or renew the
might be passed, but made it clear of service.
convicted after a long and hard-foug- money and gave it away to protect
time Losee turned $1,000 into the city pany's.1890 franchise. The court heldj in view Of the urgency for tariff and
trial. The men this morning me against my own party. But has
taken that the contract between the city and currency reform ne would be unable
treasury. No action was
not guilty and the case was all that sort of thing been done away
the
John
to
20
Baird,
pleaded
limited
contractor,
the company was
against,
years. as yet to recommend action, intimaton Wednesday.
set
trial
for
with?"
and, the structures as built were accould
if
the Alaskan question
ing that
An
was
indictment
returned
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
President
THE MEAN THINGS.
replied
cepted.
"Absolutely,"
be disposed of without interfering
The allegation that since the builde,jalnst Vivian Chavez, charging him Kingsley. He explained the laws
St. Andrews, Scotland, May 26.
with those two subjects, he would
with arson. Chavez is alleged to have which prohibit it.
ing of the pier it never has been sys- Two militant sufragettes
attempted lend his support to a bill within the
set fire to a small building belonging
De
will
also
20.
In
President Kingsley submitted a deSenate
the
tematically inspected
May
golf linss near future.
early today to damage
Washington,
one
to
of
his
He
statement of his company's bustailed
neighbors.
pleaded
probed by the coroner's jury. Ex- here and! so interfere with the opensession 2P.
continued not guilty when arraigned this morn- iness and resources to show that it
amateur golf
perts will be appointed to examine ing of play for the
Finance
EMPEROR IS BETTER.
Chavez's case will be caTied for conducted 1(3 business actually on a
the damaged pier and report on its championship ot the world'. The womTokio, May 26. Emperor Yoshihlto hearings on the tariff bill, President ing.
condition. One expert will be named en were intercepted near the seven- is better but the Empress Sadafcoh Kingsley of the New .York Life In- trial during the present term of mutual basis. The total assets of the
bciore court, It Is understood.
by Mayor Hatch of Long Beach, an- teenth green by the night guards. One has fallen ill from a cold 'contracted1 surance company .testifying
company last year were $739,000,000,
An
indictment
waB
returned
also
other by the British societies which of the women escaped but the other during her
committee.
he declared not a dollar was kept
and
Williams
long vigil at hor husband's Senator
were celebrating Empire Day whm was caught. She was liberated after bedside. Her Illness Is not critical,
House No' ln Ee',s!on. meets at against Fidel Baca, who !3 accused back from the fund in winch policy
of assault with a deadly
the disaster occurred, and the third being searched.
weapon. holders participated.
but she is confined to her apartments. noon Tuesday.
OF PEOPLE.

IRRIGATION

committed an assault at Cerrito upon
the person of Jesus Maria Quintana

NECK
CURE
aster, were sent to tiieir former
'hemes in the, east today. Miss New-- '
ell's body is being taken to Kenosha,
OFFICER
YORK HEALTH
AUTOPSY PERFORMED ON DEAD VERDICT IN MURDER TRIAL IS
Mrs. Gates to Oak NEW
A RIGID INVESTIGATION OF THE Wis., and that of
111.
EXPECTED TO BE RETURNED
PRIZE FIGHTER SHOWS THE
Park,
BOARD
ASKS
TO
OF HEALTH
LONG BEACH ACCIDENT
The two women were close friends
OF
CAUSE
BEFORE NIGHT.
DEATH
TAKE DRASTIC ACTION.
WILL BE HELD.
.
and had purchased tickets for a trip
i
around the world.
C. Whitemortimer, British vice con- ATTACKS
SON
SHERIFF'S
ARRESTS ARE MADE HE KILLED
FRSECMANN
SERUM MANY
ROTTEN
WERE
TIMBERS
sul here, will be represented at the
coroner's inquest,
which begins
THE VICPROMOTER TOMMY BURNS, REF- GABRIEL GALLEGOS,
SAYS ITS USE TO DATE HAS
THIS CAUSED MUNICIPAL PIER Thursday.
F
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MANAGER SIGLER AND
TO SIGN NECESSARY

The National Savings and Trust
of Salt Lake City, U., last
night marked the expiration of its
option upon the construction of the
big Las Vegas irrigation project by
wiring to its attorney here, Stephen
B. Davis, Jr., to Inform the members
of the Las Vegas grant board that
the contract had been accepted and,
Lloyd Sigler, general manager, would
leave tonight for this city to sign thq
necessary papers.
The Salt Lake City concern was;
y
given in February a
option;
upon the Las Vegas grant. It immediately began looking over the proposed system, engineers for that purpose
having been sent here from Denver.
The report of the engineers apparently was satisfactory, as the representatives of the company, on a visit here
about a month ago, announced that
the contract would be accepted provided certain requirements were complied with. One of. these was that
persons holding private land under the
project would agree to purmase water
from the National Savings and Trust
company, it is understood this requirement has boen satisfied.
Upon the arrival of Mr. Sigler a
meeting of the trustees of the grant
beard will be called and the necessary
contracts will be signed. Due to tho
fact that the National company waited until the last day of its option to
announce it3 final decision, a rumor
had been circulated about the city
that the deal was off. Had the Na
tional Trust and Savfings company;
failed to complete the project, it was
rumored, the grant board likely would
have undertaken the job itself, as it
has a right to do under a law passed
by the last New Mexico legislature.
D. T. Hoskins, trustee for the land3
deeded by the grant board several
years ago to the Camfield Development company, is in Denver negotiating the settlement with Mr. Camfield,
who agreed some time ago to return
the lands to the grant provided he
and his corporation were repaid for;
the work they had done upon the irrigation project before operations ceased. The negotiations are said to be
progressing satisfactorily.'
The National Trust and Savlng3
company has a reputation for doing its
work rapidly and well, and once it begins the constructipn of the ligation
system upon the grant north of Las
Vegas, it may be expected to complete
the task in the shortest possible time.
90-da-

-

h

COMING

company

-

con-cou- rt

TODAY

PAPERS THIS WEEK
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three-eighth-

HAVE

WOULD

j

FARMERS
j

MUST

PAY.

Washington, 'May 26. More than
10,000 farmers on reclamation prc
jects of the west wilt be affected by
the supreme couvt's decision today
that they must pay to the government
the cost of maintaining and operating the various reclamation projects,
pending their completion.
BAPTISTS NOT BUSY.
Detroit, Mich., May 26. The principal business before tho session 8
the Northern Baptist convection;
which has been in session sinco Wed
nesday, was the election of ofiicers
orof the convention and
ganizations, the reports of tho laymen's movement and the report ( C
the general apportionment committee.
SUGAR DUTY UNOPPOSED.
Grand Junction,
Colo, May The Grand Junction chamber of
mere board of directors at a
meottns; decided ! .!;; not to ;v
renoJulious imnisr frw mtjuir.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

his own rations, he would today ba
the highest paid fighting man la the
world. Madero raised his wages to
a peso, 50 cents gold, a day, and'
Huerta has raised it to i peso and a
half, or 73 cents gold. The maintenance of the army in the past thre
years has been Mexico s greatest
item of expense, but notwithstanding
that the government is hard up and;
has had difficulty in securing the
ioan for which it has been striving,
Huerta considered' the raise a necessity. With this lure he hoped to
gain recruits. Conscription, however,
has been the method adopted.

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

only reward was the admiration and
praise of his colleagues. The results
of his endeavor were exhibited as
proof of his success, and were then
donated to the society and stored in
Its rooms. Eachez scorned easy work,
but any difficult task suggested by
the society at once aroused his remarkable faculties, and was carried
out with amazing cunning.
But, as was to- be expected, Bachez
one day made' a miscalculation. He
was caught stea'iing some valuable
Judged by some of the expendbronze art objects in the Bastille itures or announced intention to exquarter of Paris, and is now awart-in- pend the government is not so poor
as facts would seem to indicate.
trial.
it was stated at the National
Palace
that in order to increase the
Mexico
City,
May 26. --General
of the army the war departHuerta is chafing under the restraint efficiency
had authorized the purchase of
ment
imposed by the duties And ceremon
Baseball has come to Paris, and has ies attending his office as president, twenty aeroplanes and the establishment of a school of aviation. Already
taken the city virtually by storm. and some of his old friends in the
the government has two machines.
tne
for
are
under way
Negotiations
army will not be surprised if one
Manuel Lebrija is in charge
Captain
In
Bols
the
a
of
ban
off
he
the
throws
park
band of
purchase
day
aerial
-instruction, and the war deare
de Boulogne;
and again dons the military uniform.
porting houses
partment
professes to believe that
and
masks
is
bat3,
It. said that the president, not fully before
stocking baseballs,
months army officers
many
gloves to meet ar increasing demand, satisfied with the progress which is
will be locating rebel bands through
oaseball
vernacular
American
and the
being made against the revolution- the use of these machines.
ench.
is being translated into
ists, is seriously considering the res!! this is the direct result of a
ignation of his office in order perfew exhibitions of the great Amerisonally to direct the campaign.
can game witnessed neai Pans reThat the army has not made ans
BASEBALL NOTES.
cently, but France was ripe for tne great advancement in restoring peace
innovation. Grafted on a newly awaK-ene- is evident, and Huerta, who planned
love lor outdoor sports and liv- and carried out the campaign against
Manager Stalliugs, of the Braves,
has grown uij in France re- Orozco a year ago, is pardoned by
that
ing
has
released Pitcher Gervais, a southcently, baseball bids fair to become his intimates for believing that ne
to the Buffalo ciub.
paw,
fashionable
and
the most popular
could do the job more expeditiously.
Pitcher Hopper, of the New Haven
method of its expression.
"I am not a man of governmental af- Eastern association
team, has pitched
Several hundred curious spectators fairs," said Huerta recently in tne
two no-hthis season.
games
few
a
to
Colomb
ago
days
course 0f an impromptu after dinner
journeyed
Lester
B. Hennessey, a student at
to see the games played officially for speech. "I am a soldier, and every
has signed lor
the first time under the auspices of time I see a body of men entraining, Georgetown university,
trial with the Detroit Tigers. He Is
a
the "Racing Club." As the mauji I long to go with them into the field."
an infielder.
Who would take Huerta's place as
prgressed the Parisians became more
Monte Cross, the old Philadelphia
and more fascinated', and by the end provisional president is a matter of
star
infielder, has been appointed a
of the ninth everybody present prom- much speculation. His inability to
member
of the International league
new
ised himself a try at the
game, find a man who would satisfy the
of
staff
umpires.
which will, in all probability, be Of- people and display the requisite exWith Eppa Rixey, Jr., repeating nis
ficially adopted, by the leading Paris ecutive ability is what may prevent
1912 performance,
Charley Dooin's
t
athletic clubs,
Mexico's
from abanis
staff
about
the cutest
pitching
Frenchmen today take pride in le-i- t: doning the palace To place Felix bunch
of flingers under the big top.
athletic. It is the fashion to "go Diaz in the presidency probably
A year ago this month the Athleti'i' frr some Kind of outdoor spor
would not improve the situation great- ics were in sixth
place in the AmeriA 3of;. arm and a pallid' complexion
ly, and certainly it would not please can league standing, and the Phillies
are coming to be scorned'. This change Diaz, since bis occupancy of the pro- stood
eighth, in the National league
in Frenchmen la one result of what visional post would greatly lessen race.
lu--s
been called "the new spirit of his chances of holding it as an electThe Toledo Mud Hens got a poor
Fi:.i;:e"; tne spirit of confidence, of ed Incumbent. The selection of start in the American association
It Is well exem- Francisco de la Barra-- would please
n, ;xn, of maro'lity.
scramble. The shifting of Cy
Bares and a many of his Intimate friends, but tne
Maurice
by
plified
from Toledo to Cleveland put
ounger school of writers who believe Catholic party has its eye on de Ja an awful
crimp in, rue Hens.
a man can write just as god poetry Barra as a candidate for the presiKenneth Nash, the old Brown unior
s
and philosophy in
dency at some future time when elec- versity shortstop, last year with
a tor a game of tennis as with log tions can be held. Once it was sug- Cleveland
and this season with Tole,
If,.!.-!butterfly neckwear, and a dull gested that General Geronimo Ire-vin- o do, has
signed with the Waterbury
a;
take the provisional presidency. team, of the Eastern association.
unhealthy eye.
F; nchmen are determined in 1915 But the general is getting on in years,
Wheat, Daubert and Smith are
to avenge their poor performances in and In addition he does not want
real Bingle Kids. In a reBrooklyn's
the last Olympic games. The country the place.
cent game against the Cardinals tne
is being searched systematically for
Whether Huerta would do any bet- Superba trio made ten hits with a
promising athletes. A number of ter, however, in the field than his of total of 20, and scored six runs.
well known men, among them the ficers now are doing is regarded as
The new federal league looks to ne
arquis de Polignac, have undertak by no means certain. He probably the best "outlaw"
organization that
en a campaign to arouse the country has an influence over the army greathas
stacked
the major
up
against
to tls responsibilities in this direc- er than that of any other general;
American-Nationthe
since
leagues
tion, and already athletic competi- but the army today is a poor thing
league war of a dozen years ago.
o
tions to bring out Olympic material compared to what was left by
What do you know about a monvilare being arranged in every little
tnat icker like this? The Indian name
Diaz,
notwithstanding
lage in France. From thete the win Diaz's army was far less efficient of George Johnso the Indian
r
ners will assemble in county
than he considered it. It has been
is "Big Chief Sitof
the
Reds,
and so on, until gradually demonstrated that the army le not a
ting, on a Rock With His Tail Feathby elimination there vill be picked unit of loyalty, and the Introduction ers
Hanging Over."
out the best team of athletes which into its ranks of tnousands of ex- were in New
When the Pirates
makis
France can produce. France
rebels appears not to have greatly York
Honus
Wagner came
recently,
ing up her mind to surprise the ath- strengthened its loyalty, and to have across with a
of his
sample
letic world in 1915, and the growing lowered discipline and efficiency. As
cloutingability. The "Flying Dutchpopularity of "le sport" will aid ma- minister of war Huerta might direct man" is still a wlcKea
sl.igger and
all phases of the campaign, but as a able to
terially to this end
a heaver's nanny.
cop
simple general in the field he coiud
After losing the first eighteen
The richest woman In the city of direct only a small part, and what
Karnes of the season, the Newport
Constance, Switzerland, Madame Osel, he might accomplish in one 'region News Virginia league team copped a
of the Smug- might easily be offset by what transknown as the "Quei-'icontest with Pitcher Barton, formerglers," has just been arrested and pired in other parts of th-- republic. ly of Washington in the box. Barton
Huerta and Diaz believed in Febru- received a present or $100 for turngiven fifteen mouths' imprisonment
for introducing saccharine iuto Ger- ary that they had restored Mexico to
ing the trick.
a peaceful condition, and they probmany.
The Pirates wiil have to start
diFor years Madame Osl has been
ably did not dream that the counter- something if they intend to live up
recting the operations of a band of revolution ever would assume the pro- to their reputation as pennant consmugglers who derived good profit portions it has today. There is n tenders.
from this contraband trade. She doubt jpow, however, that the number
Seldom does a youngster make a
made not less than 130 per cent ou a of rebels is greater than the numoer better
showing in the major leagues
considerable capital, and she is rated of the government's troops, and It than has Pitcher
Ray Keating, of the
by the commercial agencies as wonh has become practically a matter of
Highlanders.
has money which side will win. May
$H'n.oOO. Her favorite method
Mike Donlin, who is on the Phillies'
on
been to send her agents across the
tne reserve list, says that he would like
with the government still
frontier in motor cars. They travel- defensive, but making promises of to have another trial with the
ed as tourists, and their cars were the early inauguration of a terrible
Giants.
constructed' with secret receptacles campaign against the rebels. It was
Johnny Kling's fancy backstopping
in which the saccharine was hidden. believed in the
capital that by that and batting should help Joe Tinker's
On a recent visit to Llndau, Mad- time the rebels would have exhausted
Reds slap one on the enemy now and
ame Osel was recognized by the Ger- their supplies
of ammunition and then.
man police. She jumped into her car would be unable to buy more, or to
Duffy Lewis, the Red Sox left
and einvted for the Swiss frontier at get It across the American boundary
fielder, has a great throwing arm. In
full speed, but a telephone message line even if they possessed the neca recent game in Detroit Duffy doubbest her to the barrier. The gate essary means to purchase it. Money
led up a man at first base, and latwas closed.
She recognized the
is not plentiful in the rebel treasury,
er in the same game he got Ty Cobb
and quickly submitted to
but neither is it in that of the nation- at the
plate.
al government. So far as getting guns
and ammunition across the line la
the rebels appear to be
A curious society, the members of concerned,
A man living at Auburn, New York,
which stole for pleasure and excite- having less difficulty than did either had a severe attack of kidney kind
ment in theft as a sport, has been Madero or Orozco, ano Mtxlcans in bladder trouble. Being a working
the capital are open '.n t.neir denun- man, net wanting to 'lose time, he
discovered at the
govern- cured himself completely by using
ciation of the irashliist-Vof
Paris.
quarter
Three members of the organization ment for not maintaining a stricter Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
are now In custody. One, a stone- patrol.
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
name
cutter named Albert Bachez, spent
the cure was permanent."
ail his pprrp. time in the planning
Were it not for the fact that the is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Srhaefor and
;
of daring thefts. His Mexican soldier generally provides Red Cross Drug Store.
May 26.

Alfonso

of Spain

has returned home. His Paris visit
was short, hut not 60 the memory of
When
the
his fatalistic courage.
told
was
that
George of Greece
king
had been assassinated at Salonikl, his
only comment was; "It will be my
turn next." A close friend who heard
this remark urged the king to agiee
never to go out on horseback again
unless accompanied by a strong es
cort. "If," replied the young mon
arch, "I am never to be allowed to
go about as I wish, I can only hope
that my turn will come quickly."
Five actual attempts have been
made on the life of Kins Alfonso in
the past tPU years, the last occurring
at Madrid, April 13 of this year.
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W hite Dresses

liii

A RE the most practical and popular garments for this season of the
year if

you have not yet purchased one or more of these dainty creations,
you should
do so now you'll want it for Decoration
Day.

1
8

The styles this season are unusually pretty and desirable and our stock
cludes an excellent variety of the seasons best productions.

$3, OS is $25. CO

vr lis

Dainty Lingerie Waists

g

m

We are showing an unusually large variety of exceptionally
dainty lingerie waists made from
good materials, neatly and tastefully trimmed and including all the seasons most
approved style
'models, all sizes from 34 to 42,

$1.25 Each
Also a beautiful line of sheer, dainty waists in a good variety of
styles, high or low neck, long
or short sleeves, for only

.$1.75

MM

:

I

.

WHITE SHOES are needed

to complete the spring costume of white.
best models of the season in both high and low shoes in Canvas and Nubuck,

FAST COLOR FLAGS,

mm

ALL SIZES,

lc

TO

no-ru- n

soldier-presiden-

Falk-enber-

riding-breeche-

Por-1pf-

spit-balle-

g

Son

&
EotablisKed 1862

Health a Factor in Success.
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
It has been observed that a man is
seldom sick when his bowels are regular he is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good as
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
not
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the digestion.
They are sold by all

ROOSEVELT

LIBEL SUIT UP.

Marquette, Mich., May 26 In the
circuit court here today the civil libel
suit of Colonel Theodore rtoosevelt
against George A. Newett, editor and
owner of the Iron Ore published at
Ishpeming, was called for trial. A
statement publish, .in the Iron pre
during the campaign last fall, in
which it was intimated that Colonel
Roosevelt drauk liquor to excess, is
responsible for the litigation. Damages of $10,000 are asked. Considerable difficulty in procuring a Jury
is anticipated.
SOUTHERN GOLF TOURNEY.
Memphis, Tenn., May 26. A large
and representative field of contestants lined up on the links of the
Memphis Country club today at the
opening of the third annual championof the Women's
ship tournament
Southern Golf association. The tournament will continue through the entire week. The final match round
for the title will be played Friday,
with mixed foursomes on Saturday.,

South Side Pkja

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Reynolds, Vice President
Hallett Reynolds, Cashier.
3. B Davis, Vice President
h. Rrle Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

's

birthright.

$2.80 to VG.OO

$2.50 EACH

7

INFLUENCE OF WOMEN.
The influence of women, glorious
in the possession of perfect physical
health, upon men and upon the civilization of the world could never., he
measured but what aboui the ailing,
nervous, depressed woman who is a
damper to all joyousness in the home
and a drag upon her husband! Evshould remember
ery such woman
that the one great American remedy
for woman's ills is Lydia E. Pink-hamVegetable Compound and give
it a trial at once, and thus put herself in the way of restoring that perfect, physical health which is hers by

We are showing the

Las Veas'LefidtnStora

d

it

in-

A slight cold in a child or a grown
person holds possibilities of a grave
nature. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may de
velop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
nips a cold at the outset, cures croup
quickly, checks a deepseated' cough,
and heals Inflamed membrances.
O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$35,0OC

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism
in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and' on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by all

In the whole
Meto
,;f mollcine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT. In. cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
healing and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and J1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

$100,000

M

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

TRY AN AD. IN THE

j

OPTIC'S

Hlii

j

old-tim- e

ue-ga- n

Folie-Mericou- rt

-

!

ex"-wtio-

The spring months often find a
Roman tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
Foiep Kidney Pills will quickly prore
their worth and value as a healer of
all kidney and bladder ailments ai!t l

irregularities. They are a spleua! :
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
uric acid from the joints and system.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store.

IF

-

THEY

p. j

iis

j
l Bmtm(..4

IN CURATIVE QUALITIES-NO. G. SCHAEFER.

RICH

HABIT FORMING DRUCS

O

RED CROSS DRUG CO

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

noo.opo.oo
Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence in their he? ling and cur itive
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach pf medicine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia Copeland, Arrieola, Mo., says, "1
had kidney and bladder trouble for
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
same story from every one who uses
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug

i.

M.

Frank

$50,000.00

Cunningham, President.
Springer,

D.
K.

LA

T. flosklns, Cashb t.
S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

VEGA

Interest PoJd On Time Deposits

Store.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & oO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly hoaorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obliga- wu.iw utuuc Uy Um rfci 111.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

uoieao, unio.
4a tnlrpn IntATl
r
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
uestimonpials sent free, rnce yd
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family PiH tor

r

i.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK'

-

-

S3O.000 00

Oflice With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYUON
11. W. KELLY
D

Vice

T. HOSKINS

INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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a lawn party at Warner Park in honor
of the sponsors and attendants. Later in the evening the Daughters of
the Confederacy will give a reception
in honor of the veterans. Wednesday
the sponsors will be entertained at a
breakfast at the Golf and Country
Club and Wednesday night the Sons
of Veterans' ball will be given.
The grand ball of the Confederate
veterans, which, will bring the entertainment program to a climax, will IN HIS DECORATION DAY BOUT
take place Thursday night. Comman-- j
WITH KLAUS HE EXPECTS
TO SHOW CLASS.
Young will lead t,he grand
march accompanied by Miss Kate Daf-- j
fin, sponsor for the South. After them)
Indianapolis, Ind., May 26. Jack
come all of tne sponsors and Dillon, American
will
middleweight chain,
maids of honor, each accompanied by pionship claimant, who is right in the
a distinguished Confederate veteran. midst of strenuous
training for nU
The detailed program of events as bout with Frank Klaus at the Indianfinally prepared for the opening of the apolis baseball park on the night of
reunion tomorrow is as follows:
May 29, has shown class recently,
10:00 a. m. Initial sessions of the that has surprised even his most ardreunion of the United Confederate ent admirers who have visited his
Veterans called to order by Gen. Ben- open air camp at Riverside
park late-ly- .
nett H. Young. Invocation, Chaplain-Genera- l
James J. Corbett, who boxed
J. W. Baehman.
Song, Mrs. with Dillon three yea.es ago and was
W, H. Pryor. Addresses of welcome
badly mussed up, was one of the sur- by Governor Ben W. Hooper, speak- prised visitors this week. Dillon, who
ing for the state of Tennessee, and never has been floored or even stagW. E. Brock, In behalf of the Chattangered in the ring, of course is a hot
ooga Reunion Association.
local faovrite, but many ring follow12:00 noon. Services of the Mem ers have
pinned tneir faith to the
orial Associations at the Auditorium. "Hoosier Hurricane" because of his
2:00 p. m. United Confederate Vet natural
strength,- - his
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the American middleweight champion- OH lllS
ctran...!.
and bull dog determination alone, but
in the last six mouths fie has devel
oped such cleverness and speed that
his obxlng itself entitles him to consideration as a title defender.

THREf

,
and Albert Guyot of
the
Sunbeam.
W. Sedwick
Charles
TO
GRAY I
represented the Speedway and gave
a dinner for the party at the Columbia
Club. Mr. Faroux will be the only
GOOD
A
European newspaper man in the press
stand during the race. He will cover
the event for his own paper and also
will represent other papers In France,
Belgium, Italy and Germany as a spec
LAbUK WUHLU NOTES.
ial correspondent.
THOSE WHO WILL PARTICIPATE
PRIZE RING
Mr. and Mrs. Faroux arrived in the RECORDS OF THE
CHATTANOOGA IS THE SCENE OF
"IN DECORATION DAY STUNT
MANY
SHOW
United
States
FIGHTERS
week
before
with
last
VETERANS
GATHERING OF
In 1912 the total number o strikes
TRY OTHERS' CARS
HAVE DIED BOXING.
Goux and Zucarrelll, but have been
OF CONFEDERACY.
ami lockouts in Canada was reported
a
little
of
the
before
seeing
county
as 148.
The death of McCarty adds an
Indianapolis, Ind., May 26. The an- coming to Indianapolis. They spent
'
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 20. DecoActual construction will soon be nouncement has been made that F. L. a few days in New York and then other fatality to a long list of fightrator as never before In her history,
gin upon a
labor temple in Adams of Indianapolis, who had en- went to Buffalo. Niagara Falls and ers killed In prize ring battles.
Chattanooga today threw her gates
Cleveland, O., to cost $00,000.
tered the Smada car in the
Bob Fitzszimmons knocked out Con
other points of interest. Mr. Faroux
wide open in welcome to the thouThe union of boilermakers ia Eugr race which will be held
to
in an exhibition bout lit
a
had
make
30,
expects
Reardon,
May
thorough Inspecsands of arriving Confederate veterland, has by a referendum vote, de- withdrawn his entry, owing to the tion of the
N.
Y., some years ago, and
automobile
Syracuse,
Indianapolis
veterans,
ans, sons of Confederate
cided to withdraw from the labor fact that he will be unable to have his faetorips before
Reardon never recovered consciousthe city.
othleaving
and
the
of
Confederacy,
daughters
party.
car finished in time for the race.
ness.
er visitors. This is the twenty-thirThe labor unions of Houston, Tex., Adams designed the car himself and
Owen Moran, the English lightthe
the
of
reunion
veterans,
annual
have subscribed $500 toward the es- was
It
in
built
killed Thomas McCarthy with
Several
having
Chicago.
weight,
eighteenth of the sons. Every arriving
tablishment of a tubercular clinic m things have happened to delay the
a
in a bout at San Francisco,
blow
visitors.
CURRENT
with
MAGAZINES
train today was loaded
that city.
work and Adams decided to withdraw
in 1910. Other deaths in San FranThe veterans are much more feetle
Thirty-twbills were introduced from the race rather than to go into
cisco Include: Harry Tenny, who died
than when they were here for their
into the state legislature of New the contest without the necessary preafter
a clash with Frankie Neil, in
e
ago.
Your
twenty-threGive
reunion
years
first
Husband a Chance
York for the purpose of effecting a paration.
This
the
list
1906;
brings
entry
Jimmy Franey, who died from
A wellfiinowu writer in Pictoiial
The number has been thinned by
reorganization of the state labor bu- down to thirty cars, the number which
the
of the blows of Jimmy
result
their
eyes,
dimmed
lit view for June makes a strong plea
death and age has
reau.
will be permitted to start, provided
O'Connor in 1900; "Ginger" Willor
the
wed
man
una
bent their forms and given a snowy
newly
It is estimated that work will be that all those left will be able to qualask, the
bride not to be loo harsh with "huu-L- ' liams, who was a victim of "Kid"
appearance to their beards and hair.
skilled laborers in Ohio, ify in the elimination trials.
for
supplied
when his lamia come to the sur- Kenneth's punch ten years later.
But something of the old spirit of half
Nebraska
and
Indiana
next
for
the
Max Landy collapsed and died afA
great
crowd
vitality
of
more
than
size
ordinary
face for the hm time. Of course,
a century ago was still manifest as erans' business meeting resumed.
his wonderful stamina. It's dif- five years as a result of the recent gathered to see the practice at the
and
a bout with Joe O'Brien at Brockter
railthe
from
she finds this new husband of ftero
the delegations marched
Meetings of Sons of Veterans and ferent now for it's really another Dil- floods.
In Nebraska the greatest track Tuesday. A feature of the
ton, Mass., in 1910.
day
reunion
to
headquarin
the
those
fine
stations
all
sadly lacking
way
points
Confederate States Memorial Associa- lon
Frank Cole, a Philadelphia negro
they have been watching In train- damage was done by tornadoes and was the appearance of National No. ror which she married him and before
ters,' with a band playing "Dixie" at tion.
windstorms.
Dillon
who
a
not
a
has
boxer, was killed in a bout with Staning
S, the car which won last years race.
only
jaw
Stars
the
and
stands
column
her
of
the
but
the mere skele
the head
nothing
4:ft0 p.
of the Sensor's of steel and a midsection that apparThere is no reason for bridge and
A thrill
went through the crowd ton of her iueal. Dear June bride, at ley Rogers, in Philadelphia the same
and Bars fluttering in the breeze.
iron
parade.
structural
to
be
workers
out
of
can
withstand the kick of a
ently
when No. 8 appeared on the track this crisis, don't nag, don't weep, year.
The geographical location of Chatta
5M)0 p. m
KnteiiftinmjMt of spcm mule, but is a fast, clever, shifty two work this summer, according to the
Another boxer of prominence, who
and with a roar and a dash of re- don't bo disappointed. All you have
for
well
suited
is
exceptionally
risoga
eors at Warner Park
union.
died
who has developed officers of the international
handed
boxer
after a ring battle, was Billy
markable
east
speed went hurling around to do is to make your ideal fit the
the reunion. North and south and
8:00 p. m. Daughters' reception for
and terrific hitting ability to The large number ot new bridges to the course. At the wheel sat Jules
known as the "Haverstraw
Vernon,
speed
rallied
which
states
but
the
are
don't
mid west
man,
try to make him fit
veterans at Chamberlui field.
be built will furnish employment lor
his iron man reputation.
Brickmaker."
Vernon collapsed In a
back
up
Goux, the driver of one of the Peugeot your ideal. She goes further into the
to the standards of Lee and Jackson,
S : 00 p. m.
Business oessions ot the
all the men available.
in
bout
the
'90's and died the
Dillon
early
has
in
been
the
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game
were
boxing
bubject of matrimony as follows:
and in the immediate vicinity
vei erans at Auditorium
A general council composed' of repnetx day in a hospital in Philadelphia.
a
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Chicka-niaugaperiod
of
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Goux
the
No.
Drives
Have you ever seen a flock of litgreat
fought
8:00 p. m. Business sessioi rf the
Walter Crool, an English bantamcome to the front faster tnan any of resentatives of welfare organizations
This. Frenchman, who is credited tle children gather about a baby, esLookout Mountain and Mis Svra at Chamber of Commerce.
In
D.
has
been
formed
died as the result of blows
Washington,
men who have figured in the midweight,
the
trunk
a
dozen
more
Half
with
won
race
motor
sionary Ridge.
having
pecially a flock of little girls? Can- delivered by Jim Barry, the AmerC. Mrs. Frederick Schoof of .Phila
chase
in
the
dleweight championship
honors than any other European driv not you remember the days when you
lines of railroads enter the city from
ican champion, in a bout before the
last year. It was only five years ago delphia, is president; Mrs. John Kays er, did not hesitate when asked if he tucked
ull directions and scores of special
very tendenrly all the dollies National
who is only 22 years old, Hammond, vice president, and Mrs. would like to
Sporting club, of London,
that
Dillon,
conventhe
run
for
out
are
the
International
in bed bek.ie you would consent to on
(rains
being
try
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
C. H. Shelton, of Washington, secreDecember
6, 1897.
on
out
career.
his
started
pugilistic
ience of veterans and- other visitors.
Champion car. It was explained to Mother unbuttoning your little frock,
FOR THE WEEK
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Recent deaths Include those of
1908 he met and defeated half a tary.
In
8
the
him
of
No.
dollars
a
At cost of thousands
that during the past year
tying up your braids and putting on
Last year the Italian government
dozen local, boys in preliminary bouts
has been going all lover the country your little white gown? There is a "Joe" Ketchell, who died after a obut
reunion committee had all the princi
emofficial
to
notice
female
its
gave
with Billy Walters, of Waukegan, 111.,
at Indianapolis and In 1909, after he
from city to city, being driven in all note in the wedding bell which trempal streets profusely decorated. AmIn
Monday
the
service
that
ployes
In 1912, and a French pugllst, named
telephonic
divihad grown into the lightweight
manner of exhibition affairs and that bles in the very essence of every true
ple provision has been made in the
Opening of two weeks' running race
should not marry under the age
they
who collapsed in a Paris ring
two
Pelli,
of
all
the
fifteen
but
sion,
fights
first-class
if was not "tuned up" nor in
woman's soul. She bows reverently
way of rest, stations, temporary hos- meeting at Douglas Park.
of 28 years. Recently a new order has
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W. J. Ardrey of Denver came in
Saturday evening for a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
M. h. Fox, editor of the Albuquer
que Morning Journal, came in last
evening'for a short business visit In
Las Vegas.
John Brunton, Jr., left this afternoon for his home at Shoemaker after having been a visitor in Las Vegas for the past week.
Mrs. Osgood Mason and' Miss Kath-erin- e
Chapin of New York City came
afternoon for fc few
in yesterday
in
Las
visit
Vegas.
days'
Miss Helen James left yesterday
afternoon for her home in Denver, at-thaving been a resident of Las Vegas for the past two months.
Secretary of State and Mrs.. Antonio Lucero came in last evening for
a week's visit in Las Vegas. They
will attend the commencement functions at the Normal.
Mrs. John Brunton, Jr., of Shoemaker, left this morning for California where ehe will spend several
weeks visiting friends and relatives.
H. E. Fell, trainmaster for the Santa Fe Railway company, came In yes-

NORMAL PLAY IS

gates are arriving for the first Micii-igaconference of charities and corrections, which is to be held here
ibis week. Mayor Brand Whitlock o
Toledo, George Bellamy of Cleveland,
Dr. J. P. Gilmour, warden of the central prison, Toronto, and a number
of others prominent in charitable and
correctional work are scheduled ta
"FANNY AND THE SERVANT
TELLS NORMAL address' the conterence.
n
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DR. ROBERTS
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FOR SUCCESSFUL

Eugenlo Romero came in last nlgat

from Estancia after a short business
visit there.
C. E. Jones, the candy man, is in
the city representing the Austin Candy company of Denver.
P. P. Jones of Wichita came In yesterday afternoon for a few days' busL

MICHIGAN CHARITY MEETING
Ann Arbor, JUicb... May 2ti. Dele-
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

This elegant Rogers'

MIT

Spoon
AN Silverf you
use
-i-

The

ing

something

you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

FLOUR rtclb

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Iif

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

In

Advertising

il

FRENCH-

can be
X,
tained in this city from

."Where shall" I go?"
"What shall I do?1'

of

human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.
in-

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

MAIN

S,

Wanted!

?

WANTED Agents to handle our line
of casting baits.
Big money for
live men. Send 60 cents, for

sample
and attractive
proposition. The
Moonlight Bait Company, Paw Paw,
Mich.

Mondays of each month at 8 p. in.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Mees every Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat.
avenue,at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome,
J. C. Werta,
piocldent; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

ATTOKNEYS
HUNKER A HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. HhbJc
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas

New MeiM"

DKNTlSTSs
DR.

E.

L.

HAMMOND, DEMTiav

Crockett
Office Telephone
House

Building;.
--

Telephone- OR.

.

Mala 1.,
Mala 1

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Deuial work of any deacrtuiius
moderate prices.
Room
Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N. M.

F.

1

Vlc-torin-

GRYSTML tGE

For Sate

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

For Rent

Miguel County, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING
429 GRAND AVE.

FOR RENT Desirable light house
keeping rooms, modern, with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth street

PETER P. MACKEL

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitably for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

HOU8E

HER. MAN

AND

'at

(JUL

TIME

No.

.

...

9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m

No.
No.
No

10

No.

I

1:20

No.
No.
No.

3

6:10 a. ra
4:20 p. m

4
8

1:45 p. m

Repart
1:15
11:06 p.
2:10 a
2:10 a

..

7

9....

6:35

p. m

1:48 P a
6:15 a. n
4:30 p. a
7:00 p. n

OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

511

RENT

Modern

furnisher?

Market Finders

flat.

Ninth street.

Claasifiefl adj. aearch out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BWY the particular thlag If worth most

f.liSCCiSzSiQOiSS

That property, you want to sell Is WORTH MOST v
who reads the ads. ln thl newspaper and would never

PRIVATE board with or without
Mrs. Del Chambers, 710
room.
Grand avenue.

I due to a torliver.
HERBINE purifies and
pid
strengthens the liver ad1 bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price EOc SJd T Central Drug Co.

rjif ICIIESTERS

PILL

A
Attk your uruga
IMIts in It d anri
rnet;
3lfd with. ti,
hmcl.
Ti
To La no 'Who
V
Driifttttat. A&k for 4'I.J l j. .TPl?
UIAAlOftn JlliAM
for
years knwn as Itest.f Test, Alwiys Rriiebi
fit f foil niiii'ini('

somaoas
hear !

your property unless It were advertised here.

I
Sallow complexion

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.

WEST BOUND
p. m

100
100
100
100
100

FOR RENT Famished
house nr
rooms for light housekeeping. Miss
Richiey, 508 Main avenue.

FOR
"

20c per
...25c per
30c per
4oc per
50c per

AGUA PURA COMPANY

EAST BOUND

Arrive

RETAIL PRICES

Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.

GAUD

--

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

SIGN PAINTING

4ardwcod Finishing. Papar Hanglai
nd Glaring.
Estimates Cheerfully Qlvan.
. Old Tow
Side Plaia

15he

-

FOR RENT Furnished four room
icottage, ?6. Will take Invalids'.
417 Eighth street.

AND

in

1

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet ln the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth

June 7, 1913.
KNIGHTS OF PV Professional Health Culture for Ladlat
,
WANTED Used parcel post stamps
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
TH I AS Meets e
in lots of 100 or more.
Highest
Abeyta and Pedro Clddio, East
General
Hair and Scalj
Massage,
even
ery Monday
prices. Box 79, Watrous; N. M.
Las Vegas, N, M.; Crescenciana Tru- Ing In Castle Hall Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
jillo, Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de WANTED
Plaza Hotel.
Visiting
Knigiiti
Four mules ranging from
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N, M.
Office
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
hours
invlt
tre cordially
5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Llebacc
Chas.
tu.
56 inches high and
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
weighing 900
Register
Chancellor
Disorders of the stomach may be
aer,
to 1,100 pounds.
Inquire of AlbuCommander. Harry avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
querque and Cerrillos Coa'i ComTAX PAYMENTS
of Records and Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
ry
Martin,
Keeper
pany, Madrid, N. M.
have been effected by these tablets
Notice is hereby given that any
Seal.
Sold by all defers.
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
WANTED
Man with family to do
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
general farm work. w. W. Lynam,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
N. M.
Watrous,
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
property upon which taxes of A. D, WE GOT
'EM, Cape Jessamines, 75
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
cents a dozen. Perry Onion.
1000 to 2000 lb-5- , each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
for such sale, and such property up
200 tp 1000 lbs, each delivery
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin40c
per 100 lbs
FOR SALE A good
refrigerator; J.
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
quent, will bo sold as required by the
50c
per 100 lbs
C .Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14, 100
BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
1913.
casn with order. Mrs. M. E. StevPhono Main 227
1200 Lincoln Ave
EUGENIO ROMERO,
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
San
Treasurer and
Collector,

Don't neglect your ad

1

OPTIC'S NUMBEK,

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Asnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 829.

SALESMAN WANTED Two experi- B.
P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
enced specialty or advertising sales
fourth
FOR PUbLICATION
Tuesday
evening of each
men for staple meritorious,
highly
month Elks home on Ninth stree'
Department of the Interior, U. S,
advertised line handled bv all clas
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
ses of merchants. Large, well
1913.
1.
cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
April
known manufacturer.
Positions of
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- Notice is hereby given tiiat Vin
fer excellent chance of advancecento Ciddio of Kast Las Vegas, who,
don, Secretary.
ment.
Men worth $3000 per year
on December 16, W, made home
Write Box 495, Iowa City, Iowa.
NVV
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
stead entry, No. 05201, for W
COUN
V section 31, W
SW Vi section 30:
CIL NO. 804. Meeta second and
WANTED Fiain Bewing. Telephone
fourth Thursday ln O. R. C. Hall,
township 14 N, raise 17 id, N. M. p
Vegas 292.
Pioneer building.
M., has filed notice of intention fo
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, he- - WANTED Two good farm hands
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, S. 8.
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis
DORADO
NO.
LODGE
I
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on

N. O.

M

trust.

broth-ersar-

And so on down the long list

i-

C;

NOTICE

"What shall wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"

a

y

Ma-onl-

-

ob-

.0. 0. MOOSE Meets second a
fourth Thursday evening eac)
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltlai
brothers cordially invited.
Dr. Ii
W.
Houf, Dictator: J. Thoracis.
Secretary.

ADVER

ALL GROCERS

I

New ideas, new thoughts,

CLASSIFIED

E

EMPRESS

it

FOR

BEAUTIFUL
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

M.

vited. Wm. P. MillB.
W. M., H. 8 .van Petten,
Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 641.
TI8EMENTS
I. O. of b b.
Meets every flral
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
Five cent per line eacn insertion.
conclave apt. j Tues-dao'clock p. u. Visiting brothers ar
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line
In each month at
cordially invited
Isaac Appel
No aj to occupy leas apace than two
Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
President!
Charles
See
Greenclay.
lines. Ad
advertla mntt charged
Klnkel, B.
Chat. Tamme,
retary.
will be booked at apace actually tat.
without regard to number of worda.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Cash In advance preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY1.
Meets every Monday evening at
AL ARCH MASONS
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Regv lar con
vocation first Monday in
ing brethren cordially invited to ateach month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gut
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
Lehman, V, G.; T. M. Elwood
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcoek, cemetery
Blood, Secretary.
RATES

SILVER
PLAT

L.

A,

Regular
n.
munication first and
third Thursday ln
sach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

COLUMN

It 's giving you
a present for do-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

FLOUR

Betfer EMPRESS

j!3

CHAPMAN
II

EMPRESS

nscrucxive

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Others, who read and ana er ads. ln this newspaper want (aM
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, artlclos of usefulness of any sort, and musical

LtBdioMl

t,l

wag,

SEVER

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
slble sorts of things, they have coma to be finders of th beat
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STRICT ENGLISH COURT RULE
I

Sueen, Shocked at Laxity In Society,
Makes Erasures in Her Vis-

itmir

m

TAKE

iting Lists.
Queen Mary is making .her influence and her strong personality felt at
court in no uncertain manner, and
those who wish to be received and to
he held in good repute within its
charmed circle must look well to their
manner of going.
Never before have there been bo
many erasures from submitted lists
and never hae the line been so sharply drawn as to the proper qualifications as at the present time, the New
York Herald's London correspondent
states. No lady who steps out of her
sphere of true womanliness and correct feminine modesty; no one who
has a breath of scandal against her
or him (for the male sex is also included in the ban), and, above all, no
individual who has figured as a principal in the divorce court neod seek
to find favor with Queen Mary, and
such a one applying for a "command"
to the royal presence will surely meet
with a prompt refusal.
The queen and the king is said to
bo in cordial agreement is determined that her court shall, as far as
possible, be one o? absolute purity.
She has been much shocked at the
many causes celebres and their un- edifying details, as well as by the
recreations and amusements of
a certain section of society.
Moreover, it is reported that the queen
vifiws with great dislike any further
laxity in connection with the divorce
law. She regards the marriage tie
as sacred and binding, and while deploring the lightness with which in
many cases the contracts are undertaken, she yet holds that onco It has
been entered into it should be held in
violate.
It is even whispered that Queen
Mary has brought her influence to
bear on the subject to a very material
extent and that government inaction
with regard to the findings of the re
cent divorce commission is thus not
a little accounted for.

Exchange of Manu
scripts Saved the Day foT
Two Aspiring Students.
,

Accidental

CAROLINE
GOOD'
RIDGE.
"This Is a great moment in your
life, my son," said the mother of
Adolphus Barclay. "I hope and believe

By

MILDRED

that it settles your future."

SEVEN

There Adolphus gasped. His eyes
stared at the neatly typewritten pages
before him. He was electrified. The
room swam. He paled, he trembled.
A mute horror seized his bewildered
senses, and a cold, ominous sweat be
gan to creep down his back. A realiza
tion of his awkward position came to
him fully, as he observed that the
students were staring wonderingly at
him on account of his sudden stop
page of speech and the prolongation
of his unaccountable silence.
This flashed over Adolphus: the
manuscript before him was not his
own! In his hurry In leaving the train
the humorist had grabbed up the
wrong manuscript roll.
It was the crucial, critical moment
In the life of Adolphus.
He could not
speak extempore, he could not remem
ber his lecture verbatim. A hundred
eyes were focussed upon him. A sud'
den resolve came to him. In despera
tion he called out huskily:
"The subject of my lecture Is 'The
Jokes of the Ancients.' "
"Good!" "New!" "Give us a san
pie!" and like eager and urgent calls
filled the air.
Adolphus began to read. He had
not proceeded ten lines before he
realized that the humorist was an
adept In his line. There were only
ten basic jokes in the world, he
claimed, and the ancients originated
them all. With exquisite wit and
finish the manuscript expatiated on
these.
As Adolphus proceeded there were
grim smiles, then guffaws. At a de
cided interruption the lecturer looked
up in his mild, astonished way, to
observe the room convulsed, with jolly
men laughing till the tears came Into
their eyes. One student was so overcome that he had fallen to the floor
In a spasm of uproarious hilarity.
The jokes were funny, but there
was an added zest to the apprecia- tiveness of the audience. This was
the solemn,
seriousness of the
lecturer. To Adolphus it was no fun.
All this was trivial as compared with
his own high literary screed. Besides
that, his province was to Instruct, not
to amuse, and the faculty might criti
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Marriages In One Caste In India
ways Occur Before the Age

WHAT IS NEEDED

Al-

of Twelve.

Four hundred weddings were celebrated simultaneously on a recent
Saturday at Surat, India, among members of the Lewa Kunbi caste, according to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
one to six years old, while the bridegrooms varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
to keep them quiet.
The caste only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It Is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to be married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at au earlier age than four
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when there
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die
before she reaches the age for the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand.
should his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fel
lows refuse to smoke or drink witb

"And I am sure that It will," de
clared Algernon
Barclay's sister.
"Don't you think so, Irma?"
"He certainly deserves the best the
world can give him," answered
Adolphus Barclay's fiancee, bluBhlngly
sweet as her eyes answered the deep
:
Mrs. Kutter Cutrate is advertising
love light in his own.
some beautiful house gowns at a bar,
pro
Well, we will soon know,
claimed Adolphus himself. "Where is
gain.
Mr. Kutter Well, our house doesn't
my
manuscript? Ah, here. Good-by"
need a gown, but it does need a coat
and kissing all three of the best
f :
xTY
of paint
friends a young man ever had, the
hope of the Barclay family made a
rush for the railroad depot.
THE CARD CLUB
A year out of college, critic and auon
ancient
literature, Adolphus
thority
was striving hard to win the tutelary
plum of Harris college. It was a two
thousand dollars per year position,
with perquisites. In case he won It,
there would be a wedding, a family
and he would feel settled for
'
removal,
'
'
'
J
'
i
I K
I s
life.
'
So far everything looked favorable
'
.
J.V
I .'
Adolphus had appeared before the au
gust college faculty and had read his
paper on Egyptian poetry. He had
made a hit. It seemed as if his posi
tion was assured. A few days later,
however, the president of Harris wrote
him.
him to come down with something
bright and interesting, and give the
students a sample of his erudition.
LAW
ITALY
IN
MARRIAGE
I
"I understand a good many wealthy
"4
A i
men send their sons to Harris,
Ceremony Is Only Legal When Per
,11
diver
Adolphus explained to his mother. "I
formed by Mayor of Place
the
to
heads
wish
college
suppose
The skirt has a shaped edge to
Where Couple Reside.
Walking Costume. For this no
cater to them. If I make a favorable cize.
material is better Buited than fape right front, which !s laid on the left
impression on the students, I fancy
WTith wild whqpps the crowd made
In a wrapped seam; buttons and loops
In Italy marriage by law is a civil
cloth; any color would look well.
"How is. your wife getting along
WHIMS FOR FUNERALS I will be acceptable all around."
a rush for Adolphus as he folded up contract, only legal when performed ner
The skirt is quite plain and is cut a trim the upper part, and a material QUEER
card club?
was
In
The
result
the
manuscript
his manuscript. Four stalwart fellows by the mayor of the place In which the
smart length.
panel is let in at foot.
Fine. So far nobody's put up
the black leather roll which Adolphus raised
him on their shoulders. Amid couple who desire to be married re- better lunch than she
The coat has a deep basque; a patThe bodice has a large collar and Englishman's Coffin Made of 4,000
i
did."
"Matchboxes Unusual Burial
ent leather belt hides the join where small revers of purple satin, these
gay hurrahs they started from the side, or his assessor, and it must be
at
Sea.
ooru
with him.
it is set to the upper part; the fronts turn back from a vest of finely tucked
performed in the city chamber.
"Gentleman!
of this are laid on with wrapped net; buttons and a lace frill trim the
Some hotels and not a few pensions
gentlemen!" repri
An enormous
crowd
gathered at
manded a stentorian voice as they In Rome are the constant resort of
seams; embroidery trims the large front. '
a
few months ago to witness
reached the doorway, and the presi- needy adventurers with titles real or
The lower part of sleeve has the Chester
collar, which is of material, and Is
dent of the college halted the proces spurious to their names, Duke This
cut in points at front; below these fulness set under the upper in flat the funeral of an electrical engineer,
who was earned to the cemetery In
sion.
two buttons are sewn.
and Prince That, who are always on
pleats; the cuffs are deep and shaped a coffin that had been
laboriously con"It's all right, Prex," declared the the lookout for money, ?ays the Chris
Hat of satin to match, trimmed with In a point at upper edge.
structed
a feather mount.
Hat of purple Tagel, trlmped with boxes. by himself out of 4,000 matchringleader of the riot. "We've elected tian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
These, with their tops visible
him our new professor, and we're go some one in the hotel or
Materials required: 5 yards cloth a rope of small flowers.
pension, they
advertising their respective mak
iS inches wide, 1 dozen yards braid,
Materials required: 5 yards serge, and were
ing to give him the honorary degree get acquainted with a rich American
over
varnished
and
ers,
strengthIn all our fraternal societies by car6 yards silk or satin for lining coat.
46 Inches wide,
yard satin 20 inches ened inside with wood. On the
family with marriageable daughters.
coffin
Smart Dro.-isrying him three times around the To one of these love Is made and marNavy serge of very wide,
yard tucked net 18 Inches was placed an electric
says
battery,
"
fine qua ity is selected here.
campus to the tune of
wide, 7 buttons,
yard lace for front London
riage is arranged.
A rollicking college song rang out
Such have no difficulty in finding a
Some years ago a maiden lady died
from the formidable, blustering mob priest to perform their ceremony. It
GORGEOUS EVENING GOWN.
in France, who
FEET DEMAND PROPER CARE at Calemis-sur-Lybearing Adolphus In triumph from the Is done. Then the adventurer deserts
was reported to have been a chamcene.
the
and she has no remedy. Some
Are Hardworked Members of the Body pion snuff taker. She enjoyed singu
a iavome an around, the young few girl,
years ago a young girl wa3 so
larly good health, retained all her
and Deserve Better Treatment
man was settled for life, and a happy treated. Her
pseudo husband, having
mental faculties and died at a ripe
Than They Receive.
bridegroom in the bargain, a few secured her money, left her and marold age. Her funeral was most ex
weeks later.
ried civilly and legally 'aa ' Kalian
Women who spend hours caring for traordinary. Her wish was that her
That was not ali of it. The humor- woman with whom he was in love
their hands pay little attention to their coffin should be filled with tobacco,
ist hunted up Adolphus to get back The victimized girl shot dead her bef i it
his manuscript. The one he had tafeet They are such hardworked mem- the floor of the mortuary chamber
trayer and his wife. Recognizing the
with
it and the heir to the
bers of the body that they deserve bet- carpeted
ken by mistake he claimed had saved
provocation she had received, she was
property charged to scatter tobacco
ter treatment.
the day for him. Its sentiment and left
unpunished. Another girl siinit
before
on
the
hearse
to
the
the
IT
way
condition
are
in
Feet
best
classical tinge had just caught his arly betrayed committed suicide.
by
'
kept
"And how did the visitors Irani
cemetery.
shoes that fit. Never economize in
audience. It gave him a great repuyou?
VS
t "
A
who
left Liverpool sometime
lady
shoe leather, and do not yield to vanity
tation for versatility, and the lecture
"Treat me? Wrhy, I've been doin
Our Haughty Crests.
ago by the Lucania crossed the Atand get footgear that Is too small.
bureau had raised his pay. He hired
all the treating."
not
suiton a unique mission. A promifeathers
are
The
the
of
lantic
day
the
feet
on
the spot to write him a
Frequent bathing keeps
Adolphus
from being tired and swollen and It nent New York business man, who Stared at the
series of lectures in the same vein, ed to the locomotion of the d.y.
Neatly
Typewritten
A lady who has one of the new
died
in
directed
will
his
that
recently,
THE IDEA
and this work resulted in some subprevents roughness of the skin that
Pages.
his remains should be cremated and
leads to callous spots.
stantial pin money for his delighted smart low automobiles, and several of
the new, long, upstanding plumes
Water In which a bit of washing the ashes scattered on the waters of now carried. It dealt with ancient little wife.
adorning her new small hats, finds the
soda hasjbeen dissolved is restful. Hot the Atlantic from a Cunard steamer. romance, precisely the thing to suit a (Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
task of reconciling her headgear with
salt water Is equally refreshing, while The Lucania, being the special favor- lot of young fellows, he decided.
her way of getting around rather temper-a vigorous rubbing with alcohol will ite of the deceased gentleman, was
Adolphus caught the train just in SHE LIVED WITH SKELETON
trying.
and
in
the
selected,
at
lady
question,
roll
a
sensation.
threw
car
in
his
the
rack
relieve
time,
up
quickly
burning
If she only had to lower her
-Pumice stone, used frequently, keeps a time fixed, so that simultaneously and sank into his seat to move along Aged and Eccentric
English Woman haughty crest and butt into her car
the
could
a
attend
family
memorial
to make room for a second hurry-up- .
the skin smooth. It is especially neces
Reanimation
of
Dead
Expected
in New York, cast the ashes This latter also carried a
like a gcat at a cat, it would be only
sary on the heels and on the ball of service
manuscript
Spinster Friend.
Once in,
temporary inconvenience.
the foot, where the weight of the body from an urn into the ocean. A cer- roll, the exact counterpart of that betificate was given by the captain of longing to
the plume is again in the way of the
rests in walking.
He likewise
The
Adolphus.
of
a
a
skeleton
of
discovery
Never cut the nails too short, as they the Lucania stating the latitude and tossed this into the rack, and smiled woman who died apparently two or roof, and must either be injured or
are more likely to become ingrown. longitude in which the ashes were broadly as he said:
three years ago, and whose remains Its wearer's head must be bowed as if
"Music?"
And file them smooth with sandpaper, committed to the deep.
have been kept in a bedroom by an In grief for the whole of the jour
so they will not catch and pull the
"Oh, no," replied Adolphus "lec other woman, "so that they could both ney.
Holes could, no doubt, be made In
Lang Willie's Retort
ture."
threads of your stockings.
be buried together," has been made by
A Scotch caddie is almost certain
islt a chiropodist He
Occasionally
"H'm; so? Further coincidence. the police at Wimborne, Dorset, Eng- the top of car3 for hat trimmings to
to be a shrewd observer of men and Same line. Shake."
These
go through in fine weather.
will detect any irregularity in
land.
He was a jolly fellow, and he and
of nails and money and pain j things, and he is frequently gifted
An inquest was held the other day, might be regarded in the light of roof
or roof feather farms, and
with a sharp tongue.
are saved.
Adolphus struck up a speedy acquaint- and as strange a story was told as has gradens
"Lang Willie" was for many years ance.
ever been heard in a coro- would surely enhance the appearance
probably
a
of covered cars.
figure on the St An"I am a professional humorist," he ner's court.
Braid.
drews
After all, knights of old wore their
links.
On
the
golf
of
occasion
told
"Bound
a
for
Dunkard
Sarah
Adolphus.
Mary Kearley, spinster, aged
Twenty-fiv- e
years and more ago Louis Kossuths visit to St.
Andrews, settlement at Jackson. It seems that 3ixty-fousaid the remains which plumes above closed visors! London
eVery one who had a moment to spare
a public dinner was given In his hon- the
was making lace from the
regularly scheduled man who was were found in bed were those of Ellen Sketch.
"And her mean husband thinks she'fll
or, and Willie applied for a ticket to to lecture on some abstruse subject Griffin, who was
were
collars the bailie
braid. There
nearly seventy years
extravagant."
who was in charge of the is ill, and I have to substitute.
I
of
who
and
had
rick-racrick-racStudies.
lived with witness
Revising School,
age
of
cuffs of
edgings )
"Why?"
The worthy man curt- warned the lecture bureau that I over thirty years after leaving service
Let no one say that the schools
of rick-racand even entire over- arrangements.
"Just because she insists on having
refused
the
ly
to
application, saying
would probably bo egged or arrested together in London.
have fallen into a rut and are able to Fido's monogram
dresses for the small daughter made Willie that
stamped on his do
was
"no place for the by those solemn old fellows."
it
"One morning," continued witness, see no possibility beyond their rou- biscuits."
of this braid. Within a short time
likes of him to be at the dinner."
so
was
Griffin
"Miss
became
that
not
is
so
a
There
school
tine.
and
she
They
in Oregon,
companionable
well,
the tiny bundles of the braid have
V
"No for the likes of me" was Wil- the train was
starting up from a stop fainted and died before I went to work. in a rural village, where credits are
again appeared In the stores, and lie's indignant
1
been
rejoinder. "I've
before the humorist was aware that slept in the same bed two nights with given to the children for the "chores"
THE REASON
have made a strong bid for popularity,
in the company of
from 11 it was his station.
the body, thinking that she would they do at home, for milking the cow,
according to the Newark News. Al- to 4 o'clock maist gentlemen
'V
days for the last
"See you again," he said, grabbing come to life again."
feeding the chickens, chopping the
ready one sees some very attractive SO year, and that's niair
than you can for his manuscript roll and rushing
Witness said she did not tell anyone firewood and similar tasks, which a
needlework made with this braid as a
say I" Youth's Companion.
for the depot platform.
of the death as she intended keeping
few years ago all country children
foundation.
Bandings of it are being
In due time Adolphus arrived at the the remains as long as she lived, so used to have to perform. Similarly in
used for trimming Wash gowns and
Do Not Fear Disarmament.
the Erasmus Hall high school in
college town. A committee of seniors that they could both be buried toome
pretty table
exceptionally
v
Worldwide disarmament would not met him at the hotel and then escort- gether.
Brooklyn there is a teacher who is
t
doilies and runners are edged with
embarrass the great Krupp concern ed him to the college Itself. They
no quarrel, witness de giving his pupils "credits" for doing
had
rick-rac- k
They
trimming.
In Germany.
The technical director were inclined to be chummy with clared, and added she worked for and the family marketing. Of course, we
An evening gowa of yellow satin
of the corporation says: "It will affect Adolphus.
kept Miss Griffin, who could only do a suppose these Brooklyn children when
with lace tunic and drapery of beads.
Aluminum Shower for Bride.
us little.
"I wish I had made that lecture a little sewing.
Persons generally believe
they grow up will do their marketing
Trimming of yellow and orange flow-erv
While the bride to whom such a that the
more entertaining,"
town surveyor, who said he had by telephone or wireless, or not at all
The
little
and
exist
for
the
Krupps
solely
lighter
function would be helpful is , still manufacture of war
material, but this was the burden of the young lecturer's known Miss Kearley for many years, if the kitchen, which is now becoming
showered and wisely with linen, kitch- is erroneous.
a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
They forget that we thoughts, as he faced a throng In the said that both women were eccentric.
if
Newest Handkerchiefs.
even,
en belongings or provisions,
A doctor said the skeleton was found what a vivid idea of history it gives
produce about 4,000 tons of steel daily ehapel composed entirely of students.
Embroidered
affairs
are
handkerchiefs
are these
apt war material being almost a side line. They were a lively set, and the hum In a natural reclining
it themselves, after
position. There them to
used more generally than ever before, nowadays to be given with some new If a worldwide
disarmament was sud- of careless chatter indicated that they was not a vestige of flesh remaining, the manner of their grandfathers and
(
and the woman who need not spend twist without losing their practical
denly effected we would proceed much would be restless or riotous, just as and from an examination his opinion grandmothers! New York Tribune.
hours embroidering shirt waists and character.
the same as before."
was that death was due to natural
the humor took them.
linen dresses will surely find time for
For instance, many brides this year
been a studious col- causes.
had
Adolphus
Her Help.
inleast
her own handker- will be showered with aluminum
initialing at
Had Not Fair Chance In Life.
An open verdict was returned.
lege man, and his trend was dignified
"The fact of the matter Is, I never
chiefs. Hand hemstitched handker- stead of the ordinary kitchen tins and
Recent statistics as to the life his- and grave. He ascended to the rosamounted to anything before I was
chiefs of sheer linen can be bought enamels. This Is, of course, more ex--i
of the inmates of the Elmira trum and opened his manuscript rolL
married."
Early Bird.
for 76 cents in a quality worth em- pensive than the tin shower, but It' tory
(N. Y.) reformatory, the prison to H.'s audience was suspiciously quiet.
Old Gent (7 a. m.) Waiter, this
'"Then you give your wife credit for
"Why are .you going to church
broidering. Wreaths, single, lnitic'.f Is more worth while, and by selecting! which offenders
25
under the age of
breakfast cheese is full of worms!
Adolphus cleared his throat
awakening your ambition?''
or three In a row, or Irregular band the smaller necessaries or by com- are sent on
early, Mildred?"
their first conviction, show
"I am at your service this evening,
Walter Well, you know the old
"To pray for my sweetheart."
"No; for making it necessary for
Ing of embroidery all around the bining funds for the larger articles that 60
per cent, of them were raised gentlemen," he began, "with a brief proverb about the early bird, sir.
mo to get out and hustle." Chicago
"But I dtn't know you had f,r-- '
handkerchief can be made.
suited.
In orphan asylums.
mryone's purse can he
talk on the"
Record Herald.
"I bavi-n',
Chapparral (Stanford).
thut's wiiv"
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LATER they maty be cheaper
ca.n't be better
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Your water faucet
leaks
Your range need;-- : a
new waterfront
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening
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ON BOYS AND CHILDREN'S

A full line of every age of

1
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Ludwig Win. Meld
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INITIAL
CARDS AND
TION GIFTS

CORRESPONDENCE

PAPER for

at

GRADUA-

MUURPHEY'S.

For Tviesdey Only
ROSENTHAL
THEOPPOSITE

and E Waists, the best waist
made, the 50, 65c and 75c kind at

:J

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

Light

We got 'em, Cape Jessamines,
cents a dozen. Perry Onion.

ing

five

"HUNTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

THE OLD RELIABLE

ASN WAGON

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

A

nice line

of

lamps

GIFT

at

BOOKS

One of the most remarkable rec- ords for lack of tardiness and ab
sence were made in the pubild
schools last month that have ever
been noted here. In eight rooms out
of 14 there was none tardy, and the
average attendance for the month averaged over 430 lupils. This record
is unusual for the reason that during
the last month of school the students
are likely to lose a certain amount
of inerest and relax their efficiency.
This was, however, not the case during the last month of the school year.

7;49

at

MURPHEY'S.

the
passengers. Fare
Phone Main 20.

$1.00,

One of the best signs of summer
was seen on the streets this morn
LIGGETT'S GRADUATION CHOC ing by a number of noticing citizens
A barefoot boy, whistling and happy,
OLATES at MURPHEY'S
brought the real summer spirit to all
saw him.
Tonight at the Normal University at those who
8:15 oclock will occur the commence
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH
ment of the Eighth grade of the
BOXED for the
school.
An interesting program has and ESPECIALLY
been provided, and everybody Is invit- SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at MUR
PHEY'S.
ed to be present. '
round

At J. H. STEARNS

75

automobile
this evening.

Flncb'B Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Company H will hold its regular
In the wood. Direct from the distiltomorrow night at the Armory.
drill
to
course.
of
At
the
yon.
lery
ix)Hy,
All members are requested to be
El Porvenir stage will run daily dur present, as business of importance is
to be transacted.
season.''Cap-acity- ,
the remainder of

IS NO LYE' IN THE CAN

.

trip.

Lost between Las Vegas and OnaNothing more pleasing than a box
one pocketbook with $15 in money
va,
of LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for
and1 other valuables. Finder please reGRADUATION
MUR
GIFT, at
your
turn to J. A. Cutler, editor of the
PHEY'S.
Raton Range, Raton, and receive lib
Through a mistake it was announc eral reward.
ed Saturday evening in the society
A large class of children' received
column that invitations had been issu
ed to the wedding of Miss Hattie first communion, at the Church of the
yesterday,
Heineman and Mr. Wolf Morants. In Immaculate Conception
vitations have been issued to a wed- after having been prepared by Rev.
ding reception, which will be held im- Father A. Rabeyrolle, the pastor, for
The several months.
mediately after the ceremony.
wedding proper will be a strictly
BOOKS suitable tor GRADUATION
home affair, only members of the
families of the bride and groom being GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
present. The happy event is to occur
on the evening of June 11.
Secretary p. H. LeNoir of the Y.
M. C. A. has received a number of
INITIAL
PAPER
and CORRES Inquiries concerning the opening of
PONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUA- the summer camp, which shows that
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
the project is being well advertised.
Inquiries have been received1 from
Postmaster F. O. Blcod today re- Texas, Oklahoma and southern New
"
ceived a letter from Cincinnati, Ohio, Mexico.

TOMORROW

at the
Ladies' class
Intermediate's

;

'

J

,

.,

.

,

Black

Tartarian Cherries, etc.

' '4,!

i

f

,

The biggest vaudeville of the seaat the Duncan opera house tonight. Six acts, 14 people. Ten and
15 cents.

petition by

NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed to hunt or
fish upon this property except mem-

J. C. JQHNSEN
"Complete Home Furnishers"

bers of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

t

WANTED
Boy to work 'in paint
shop.
Inquire N. O. Herman, 429

oj

THE HOME OF THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
AT

Bum
tSmjo
5, 6 BLiidS? Suits

IS MADE

P AS T E

We

GROCER.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

ixre

headOur milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.

quarters for fresh

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

and

STRAWBERRIES AND

I

BEN LEWIS. Prop.
See our line of Boy Scout Suits and

Ring in the new correct ones.

C!!ERS!ES EVERY DAY

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Yout family deserves our milk.

li

I

,

The Corbet! Sanitary Dairy

C.D.BOUCHE

CO. STORE

HililUUliiiuiuhoaiUiUUHimHiiiiii

FROM

UR IZED CR.EAM

ASK YOUR.

IT

I

Belter Milk For a Belter Town

Shoes

THE CRAAF S IIAYVARD

ofMmfn

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

East Las Vegas, N. Mi

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

v

Spirgh

SON

SWASTIKA COAL ..
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

am goods

75c, 85c &rd 95c Boy Shirts
WeJst 40c

(&

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Inquiring as to the whereabouts of a
Grand avenue.
certain Mary Grace Grey. Anyone
A large number of the members
knowing anything about the woman of the Grand Army of the Republic WANTED
room
Dining
girl. 403
will please inform the postmaster to attended the Memorial Sunday ser
Railroad avenue.
that effect.
mon yesterday, morning at Temple
Montefiore, which was delivered by HOUSEHOLD goods for sale. Inquire
of COMMENCEBig assortment
Dr. Jacob Landau. The sermon was
at 1005 Grand Avenue.
MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
one of the most interesting that has
ever been delivered before the local
COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIG- G. A. R. Dr. Landau thoroughly disGETT'S
In
CHOCOLATES
fancy cussed and showed what the Ameriboxes, INITIAL PAPER AND COR- can people owe to the Grand Army of
RESPONDENCE
CARDS at
the Republic.
The members of tne
G. A. R. attended In a body.

THE PALACE CL0. CO.
.

o'clock, a. m.
class
4:30 o'clock,

and
Fruits in Season

Turnips
Carrots'

de-

home, especially in such
new, beautiful designs
in golden oak.circassian,
waluut and birds eye
maple furniture, rockers
chiffoniers, etc., which are displayed in such elegant profusion and sold at prices that defy com-

Vegetables

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

that

lights the mistress of a

son

r

:,

in hands me furniture
is one of the most agree-

able surprises

Y. M. C. A.

9

GREENBERGER

'

p. m.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
:
Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges

K

THE Y. M. C. A.

o'clock

?yTT??T.?r,

.

That your boy may have a new
suit for commencement.

jl

A big
line of, APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at

THERE

DISCOUNT

15

For a. Few Days Only

Try a dram ol Ola Ttayior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

mm

and lined

loose

throughout

$1.40 NOW
Blackberries' Next Week

the

Ktrsgood make with trousers

Phone Mam 379

BUT they

SUITS

South Pacific Street

Las Vedas, New Hex ii

Milking Time 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.

PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
.1

